
high spirits
CognaC lovers are taking their passion to the next level 
by Crafting bespoke spirits with artisan distillers.
 by sheldon trollope



These days it seems you can’t throw a snifter 

in Hollywood without hitting an A-lister 

with an alcoholic beverage attached to their 

name. Donald Trump, P. Diddy, Snoop Dogg, 

Bruce Willis and Ludacris among others have 

joined stalwarts like Francis Ford Coppola in 

producing or at least marketing spirits and 

wines that are connected to them in one way 

or another. How much input from the actual 

celebrity goes into the development of their 

tipple however, is open to debate. One distiller 

at least, takes the art of customising cognac 

very seriously and you don’t have to be a mega 

star to have your name on the label. And a 

cognac created to your exacting tastes may 

well be the ultimate luxury. Unlike a supercar, 

mega yacht or villa, a bottle of cognac that 

cannot be bought and tastes like none other 

can be continued to be enjoyed, admired and 

cherished by your guests long after they have 

returned home.

 The person to seek out is Nicolas Palazzi, 

the man behind Paul-Marie & Fils Spirits. 

Essentially a French cognac merchant, Palazzi 

has extensive links with the private artisan 

distillers around his native town of Segonzac 

in the Cognac region of France where distilling 

started in 1702. Over the years, he has forged 

close relationships with master distillers who 

have agreed to let him purchase some of their 

families’ private reserve of cognac that are 

typically never sold but kept for special family 

celebrations such as weddings or birthdays. So 

important is the brown spirit in this part of 

France that the locals endearingly refer to it as 

eaux-de-vie or “water of life” in French.

 Getting Palazzi to create a cognac requires 

more than just a phone call or email and 

placing an order. It starts with both parties 

engaging in a dialogue where the customer 

briefs him on the requirements and objectives 

and Palazzi explains the process.  Once the age, 

quality and price range of the cognac is agreed 

upon, Palazzi flies to wherever the customer is 

to establish a relationship which according to 

him, is necessary to understand the person’s 

taste, culture and character. “I want to be sure I 

understand the palate of my customer perfectly 

so I can provide the best suited cognac to his/

her liking,” explains Palazzi. 

 According to him, cultural differences can 

also lead to differing perceptions of taste. 

“Everyone describes aromas and flavour profile 

with his/her own reference which might be 

different in other countries or simply not exist. 

For example, Germans tend to refer to a fruity 

characteristic with a touch of sweet spice as a 

Christstollen aroma; a type of a Christmas cake 

with dried fruits and cinnamon amongst other 

things. This has no equivalent anywhere else.”

Occasionally, clients prefer to meet Palazzi at 

his cellar in Segonzac where they will taste 

through the casks until a reference point is 

found. From there, Palazzi works with the 

customer on what direction the aromas and 

flavour profile should take; a bit richer, a tad 

less alcohol, a fruitier lighter tone on the mid-

palate and so on. In time honoured tradition, 

Palazzi adds only pure water to temper the 

eaux-de-vie which in turn brings out the  

lighter notes. 

 What follows is something out of a 

scientific laboratory. When clients purchase 

say a 30-year-old cognac at 115 proof that 

expresses on the nose very subtle flowery 

notes, some dried fruits and a hint of 

nuttiness, Palazzi will slowly lower the proof 

of the eaux-de-vie which will make the above 

mentioned aromas blossom by diminishing 

the presence of alcohol.

 By tasting samples they eventually come 

to the conclusion that this cognac would truly 

be beautiful if it was expressing some heavier 

notes like roasted coffee, cigar and leather. 

He then starts blending a little bit of a much 

older cognac with those above mentioned 

characteristics to the casks and develop 

the perfect eau-de-vie, suited exactly to the  

client’s tastes.

 Apparently, there is an art to tempering and 

blending eaux-de-vie where time is the secret 

to achieving the right balance. Reducing the 

alcohol content on a 30-year-old cognac from 

115 proof to 90 proof for example, takes Palazzi 

two years to achieve so as not to “shock” the 
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spirit. Ironically, the younger cognacs—30 to 50 

years old—take longer to blend as they have a 

higher proof and so typically take between one 

and three years to create. The cognacs older 

than 50 years typically already reach their peak 

and so can be bottled and shipped in about 

nine months.

 Bottling is also another highly customisable 

part of the process and for this, Palazzi is able 

to arrange everything from simple bottles to 

hand-blown crystal with a mould carved out of 

a walnut tree by local artisan craftsmen.

Speaking exclusively to SC, Palazzi recounts 

a project where a client had a change of heart 

about his bottles’ presentation. “I had a client 

in the US who decided on a specific colour of 

red wax. Upon receiving his house cognac, he 

changed his mind about the red and wanted 

black.  I had the cognac shipped back to France, 

took all the wax off, redid it with an exquisite 

black wax and sent it back to his summer 

home,’’ he said. “The price on that bottle 

increased but the client was pleased to pay for 

the exceptional service.”

 Palazzi won’t be drawn into exactly how 

much creating a bespoke cognac costs but 

instead offers an indication: “Now if you really 

need an idea, I recently sold four demi-johns 

(glass jars holding 34 litres of cognac) of an 

old cognac distilled right after WWII (about 

180 bottles) made in hand-blown bottles, hand 

waxed, hand labelled, etc. The cognac was 

ready to drink as is, no blending involved, no 

need to lower the proof. All included, my client 

could have gotten an Aston Martin DB9 for the 

price he paid for the eau-de-vie.” The thrill of a 

owning a specially tailored cognac however, is 

clearly priceless. 


